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Comrade Martin Tembisile (Chris) Hani, 

concepts and heavy theory. Socialism is about decent shelter for 

those who are homeless. It is about water for those who have no 

safe drinking water. It is about quality healthcare for all, it is about 

a life of dignity for the old. It is about overcoming the huge divide 

between urban and rural areas. It is about a decent education for 
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On behalf of the Provincial Committee of the 

Young Communist League SA and the general 

membership in the Northern Cape, it is with 

greater felicity, to extend the warmest 

revolutionary greetings and gratitude to the 2nd 

National Council of the Young Communist 

League of South Africa.  

This year marks the 91st anniversary of the 

YCLSA and we will also be celebrating the 10th 

anniversary of the re-launch of this 

revolutionary communist youth organization 

later this year. We therefore feel humbled as a 

province to facilitate this enviable rostrum for 

robust engagement and  contribute towards a 

socialist future. This is a loud gesture of the 

National Committee to give us the opportunity 

to host the Council. This decision of the 3rd 

Congress of the National Committee to host the 

event of this magnitude in the Northern Cape is 

not only a hallmark resonating and reminiscing 

of the epoch- making moment, but a befitting 

tribute to the gallant toiling revolutionaries of 

this Province who have no other political home 

except the YCLSASA and the SACP. It is 

homage to the resilient and indomitable young 

communists like Parks Leburu and many more. 

We believe that this platform affords the YCLSA 

an opportunity to assess its Programme of 

Action since the last Congress but also to 

engage the  revolutionary programme, 

the South African Road to Socialism against the 

conditions of the current epoch. 

Comrade National Secretary, this Council is 

possible because of the sound revolutionary 

relations that exist between the YCLSA and the 

SACP in the Province. This is the kind of 

relationship that the YCLSA needs in driving its 

programmes and that of the SACP. It does not 

only guarantee the success of the growth of the 

Party but also an expression of the 

determination of producing cadres for the Party 

to confront the realities of the capitalist climate 

together in the heroic march to socialism. 

The National Council of the YCLSA is held at a 

very crucial time. The majority in the population, 

young people, are reeling under the effects of 

the most severe capitalist crisis in the recent 

decades. They are the worst affected by 

unemployment, job losses, HIV/AIDS, income 

inequalities and high poverty levels. The 

capitalist greed for profits has not only 

endangered the livelihoods of this stratum, but 

is also threatening the very survival of life on 

Planet Earth. Our struggle thus is not confined 

just to achieve some economic concessions but 

also save Mother Earth. 

You are welcome to Kimberley, historically 

known as Teemaneng. Enjoy its surroundings 

and the environment of Galeshewe, the 

historically deprived peasants and working 

class communities of smallholdings and the 

mines. These are communities that befriended 

poverty and hunger after exploitation by mining 

conglomerates. They are without basic 

amenities, without sustainable means of 

livelihood and little do they know that their 

enemy is capitalism and its defining features of 

corruption and avarice. However, young people 

in this province rise everyday to draw generous 

inspiration from the reality of the existence of 

the YCLSA. 
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Dear Comrades and Young Red 

Revolutionaries,    

Two-and-a-half-years-ago, we met in 

Mafikeng, North West, to constitute our 3rd 

National Congress. Despite the chaos 

deliberately created to cause confusion at 

that Congress as we sought to determine the 

tasks in building a vibrant, radical and militant 

YCLSA, nonetheless we emerged more 

resolute and determined to advance the 

struggle for Socialism in our Lifetime. 

This Political Report and the other reports to 

be tabled at this National Council will be 

about how far we have come in building a 

distinct youth formation whose tasks are to 

educate, fight, agitate, organize and mobilize 

for socialism. 

We are meeting under the theme  for 

Socialism: Work, Health and . 

These are the main struggles that young 

people face, and are a reflection of the 

deepening crises of inequality, poverty and 

unemployment.  

This 2nd National Council should emerge with 

tangible tasks not just for us as young 

communists, but also for young people in 

general so as to ensure that democracy works 

 

for the millions among them who are not at 

work, not receiving education or training, not 

accessing quality healthcare; and whose only 

hope and future lies in socialism. 

As a generation, we find ourselves in the 

middle of a memory of struggle against 

apartheid on the one hand, and the hope 

and vision for a better future-society, nation 

and country on the other hand.  

In determining our mission as a generation, 

we must avoid falling into the trap of being a 

historical as some insist. The connection 

between the struggle against apartheid and 

the task of building a national democratic and 

socialist future cannot be divorced from the 

organisations that brought about this 

freedom.  

Granted, there will always be challenges. 

There will always be differences on how to 

achieve our historical mandate. But these 

differences should never drive any of us, 

especially young communists, into 

abandoning that struggle for hegemony and 

power within the movement and society at 

large.  

We are continuously courted, as a generation, 

to either abandon the organizational forms 

that brought apartheid to its knees and create 

new organisations and forums   

of the same struggles, or, to forget the 

interconnection between the history of 

underdevelopment, poverty and economic 

deprivation created by apartheid South 

Africa.  

I want to state upfront that there is no 

contradiction between those who say that 

the ANC is not the Alfa and the Omega of the 

struggle and those who declare that they 

took no part in advancing the aims of the 

apartheid system. In fact both tendencies 

demand of us to abandon the form in which 
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apartheid was and the shape that apartheid 

gave to modern day South Africa. 

The scars and wounds of Apartheid inflicted 

to our parents remain visibly inscribed into 

our future, and only the ANC and the SACP 

can fully heal these scars by achieving the 

aims and objectives of the NDR. 

We, who are converging here today represent 

the future of a socialist South Africa that is 

rooted in the blood that was shed by 

apartheid forces of Chris Hani, Steve Biko, 

Solomon Mahlangu, Ruth First, Bram Fischer 

and many others whose sole crime was their 

dedication to the national liberation and 

economic emancipation of our people. We 

shall never abandon their organisations which 

today represent the deepening and 

advancement of the National Democratic 

Revolution. 

We, who are converging here today proclaim 

that this society, a post-apartheid capitalist 

society is not what we will settle for and that 

we will not tire until we attain Socialism. As 

we declared in the last Congress in Mafikeng, 

a socialist society is a society where  

economy is socially owned (by all), 

democratically controlled, utilised to meet 

the needs of all people, subject to democratic 

and humanistic planning based on the 

principle that the free development of each 

will be the condition for the free development 

of all.  

Socialism  a fancy concept. It is about our 

lived reality. It is about clean running water, 

electricity, education, healthcare, economic 

and social justice, equality, housing, support 

for co-operatives and small enterprises, the 

participation of all people in the building of a 

better, humane and peaceful world, and an 

end to capitalism. Our role is to root these 

values in every teenager and young adult.  

Every boy and girl, every young pioneer, for it 

is they who will build and defend this socialist 

future. 

The YCLSA and Education 

Over the last 19 years since the ANC led 

democratic government has introduced 

significant changes from the apartheid 

education major achievements includes, but 

are not limited to: (i) the creation of a single 

basic and single higher education systems 

from more than ten education systems; (ii) 

making basic education free and compulsory; 

(iii) the introduction of outcomes-based 

education; (iv) the building of new schools, 

crèches and the improvement of college and 

university infrastructure; (v) the creation of a 

non-racial and non-sexist education system; 

(vi) the empowerment of communities to 

participate in the education of their children; 

(vii) basic nutrition and health support for 

school children; (viii) investment in financial 

and academic support for college and 

university education; (ix) a significant decline 

in the number of -of-school- ; 

and, (ix) the promotion on sports and 

recreational facilities in education. 

 

We have, through our Education Summits, 

called for the following changes to be made: 

Ensuring that at all schooling times, 

teachers and learners are in school, on 

time, learning and teaching;  

Teachers are paid better so as to avert 

unnecessary wage strikes;  

All schools have sufficient classrooms in 

compliance with internationally agreed 

ratios;  

All schools have fully stocked libraries, 

science laboratories and computer 

laboratories within the next five years;  
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All schools have basic sporting and 

recreational facilities or access to 

community facilities;  

All schools have proper and decent 

sanitation, water and electricity supply; 

Every child has access to basic nutrition 

provided for by the department through 

a community owned co-operatives of 

unemployed parents and youth;  

All children have access to a school 

within 5km radius or have transport 

provided for by the department of 

transport free of charge;  

All school children, school facilities and 

school staff are safe and secure; and are 

free of alcohol and drugs; and  

All children and teachers have the 

requisite learner and teacher support 

materials at their disposal and on time.  

These are the 10 demands that we should 

advance, working together with COSAS and 

the entire Progressive Youth Alliance, in order 

to ensure that we give meaning to our slogan 

of  Education .  

 

The YCLSA and Work 

 

The concept of work under capitalism 

assumes a different notion. Under capitalism, 

work is recognized only in so far as it involves 

the sale and purchase of labour power, i.e. in 

so far as it is a job and therefore a 

commodity. This is so even though when one 

does work (say, for subsistence) for so long as 

they do not directly exchange their labour 

power for wages they are regarded essentially 

as unemployed. 

 

 

 

 WHY THE YCLSA! 

The role of the YCLSA is to build a strong 

SACP, and conversely the role of the SACP in 

part is inherently to ensure that we have a 

strong, vibrant and dynamic YCLSA. Where 

there is an SACP branch, there must be an 

YCLSA branch and vice versa.  

Back to the key question of WHY WE HAVE A 

YCLSA, we are an organization of young 

people whose main objective is to fight for 

socialism and advance the political and 

organizational programme of the SACP; 

whilst in the immediate agitating for a 

society that meets the basic demands of 

education, health, work, land, and housing 

and protect the environment.  

Over and above these basic demands, the 

YCLSA fights for equal economic participation 

(through ownership and control) of all our 

people (through the struggle for socialism). 

We must never waver. This fight underpins 

the leitmotif for our establishment as an 

organisation of young communists! 

 

CONCLUSION 

The coming 18 months before the 4thNational 

Congress will be the busiest for the YCL SA.  

We have to fix our eyes and energies on the 

issues of the day.  

We are confronted with the 5thnational 

general elections in which young people will 

be the deciding vote that could prove to be a 

game changer.  

We cannot overcome this hurdle, and 

guarantee an overwhelming victory for the 

ANC, if we tell lies, mask our weaknesses and 

claim easy victories. The road to freedom is at 

its toughest curve. So yes, we will be blunt 

about the need for radical change and frank 

about our mistakes. 
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Organisational Report  

The report gives an account of the tasks our 

organisation has undertaken in implementing 

common decisions as endorsed by the 

collective wisdom of delegates at the Third 

National Congress. This bygone era had taken 

a toll on the organisation in the sense that 

had been diluted both by positive and 

negative aspects.  

It proved positive in the sense that it was a 

defining moment where characters were put 

to test in the midst of a foreign trend that 

sought to deviate from our principles of 

democratic centralism and our traditional 

Marxist-Leninist discipline values, whilst 

concurrently seeking to create a platform for 

our then detractors. Through the collective 

effort and wisdom of the thousands of 

delegates representing over 955 of our 

branches nationally, ill-intentioned attempts 

by this emerging trend was defeated, but 

with consequences we would have to rid the 

organisation of.  

To a lesser extent, the  image 

was tainted in the sense that the media 

reinforced the myth that Congress had not 

afforded descending views an audience. This 

myth would in the preceding months be used 

by denialists and detractors likely, in their 

quest of portraying the organisation, or its 

leadership, of being illegitimate in the eyes of 

the general youth populace. For the greater 

part of the year 2013, such a myth was 

undone. 

NATIONAL COMMITTEE 

The current National Committee was elected 

in the Third National Congress. This congress 

faced serious challenges posed by a minority 

of delegates some of who had external 

linkages in the PYA and the trade union 

movement based on factionalism against the 

Party, its programme and leadership. 

However, not every delegate who was 

involved in disrupting congress knew what 

was at the heart of the activities that they 

embarked upon, only a few.  

In between the period since the Third YCLSA 

National Congress (Dec. 2010), the National 

Committee has held its ordinary plenary 

sessions regularly (four times each year), as 

prescribed by the Constitution. Such 

meetings are characterised by robust and 

comradely debates in the quest of crafting 

direction for the organisation from time to 

time, and to monitor progress on decisions. 

In summary, the task of the National 

Committee is to take and provide leadership 

in: 

implementing the purpose for which the 

organisation was founded in 1922 and 

re-established in 2003 after it was 

jointly and severally banned as part of 

the Communist Party in 1950 under the 

Suppression of Communism Act 

imposed by the apartheid regime; 

implementing the aims and objectives 

of the YCLSA as well as its strategic 

perspectives and programme which it 

must provide leadership;   

implementing National Congress and 

Council decisions and resolutions, 

constantly analysing the continually 

unfolding change, take new decisions 

and adopt new resolutions; 

accordingly marshal all structures and 

members of the YCLSA as a force that 

seeks to make impact and achieve 

influence over the form, content and 

direction of the change as such from the 

stand point of a youth perspective 

developed under Marxist-Leninist 
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        guidance;   

and rally young people behind the 

policies, aims and objectives of the 

Communist Party inclusive of its tasks 

towards the national democratic 

revolution and the struggle for socialism 

in their interrelationship. 

 

In line with this perspective the National 

Committee filled the vacancies that existed 

based on the need to enhance and maintain 

its capacity. Comrades Vuyolethu Sifancane, 

Braam Hanekom, Richard Mamabolo, OJ 

Fourie and Precious Banda were co-opted. 

Deployments to provinces and the 

composition of commissions, sub-committees 

and units were consequently revised. 

In order to support National Committee 

members in their tasks, from the Seventh 

Plenary Session (April 2013) of the Third 

Congress National Committee onwards more 

and more the YCLSA Programme of Action 

will, as matter of proper planning, direct on 

an annual basis, among others, which dates 

must mandatory PEC meetings and Provincial 

Councils take place. The Secretariat will 

strengthen its coordination of these activities 

including mandatory national programmes 

and activities which will be allocated to 

provinces to host.  

 

Key sites of struggle 

 

It is equally important for us to expand on the 

key sites of struggle identified in the Party 

programme, taking into consideration the 

spaces and activities where young people 

spend much of their time in. In particular, 

among others we will have to pay increased  

 

focus in institutions of learning as a key site of 

struggle. In this regard our programmes must 

integrate academic support activities for 

students to complete their studies in record 

time with outstanding achievements as a 

contribution towards the expansion of access 

by creating space for others.  

As part of our struggle for socialism, we must 

combine the fight for the integration of 

dialectical and historical materialism in 

curriculum which is our campaign with 

alternative educational programmes, 

activities and societies implemented by our 

structures through a variety of innovations in 

institutions of learning. 

 

Relations 

South African Communist Party 

Our relationship with the SACP is clearly spelt 

out in the SACP constitution. The YCLSA was 

re-established in terms of the 11th SACP 

National Congress Resolution (2002) and this 

is provided for in Section 7 of the Party 

Constitution. The YCLSA is autonomous 

organisation of the SACP. In its constitution, 

the Party reserves it to the YCLSA to make its 

own decisions and shape its own policies for 

so long as those are not in conflict with major 

policies of the Party.  

This presupposes that the YCLSA derives not 

only its existence but also its political and 

ideological guidance from the Party in the 

context where the Party does make YCLSA 

decisions and policies. 

The political and ideological guidance that the 

YCLSA derives from the SACP is not only 

based on the principle for the YCLSA not to 

adopt in exercising its autonomy policies that 

are in conflict with major 
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policies of the Party, but is based on the role 

of the Party as a vanguard which principles 

are clearly articulated by Marx and Engels in 

the  of the Communist  when 

they define communists as the most 

advanced and resolute section of the working 

class and by Lenin in  is to be .   

Progressive Youth Alliance 

Relations with the ANCYL have not been  

good during the dominance of the new right 

wing demagogy within the ANCYL that has 

since been expelled or suspended and is in 

the process of forming its own political party. 

After the Fifty-Third ANC National Conference 

relations with the ANCYL were improving and 

several meetings were held. Part of our 

programme was to convene a PYA summit 

between February and April 2013. The ANCYL 

NEC was dissolved by the ANC and replaced 

with a National Task Team to rebuild the 

ANCYL afresh.  

Trade Union Movement  

Our relations with trade unions have been 

beneficial over the years, more so with 

Nehawu and SADTU offering regular 

assistance. Unions have over the years 

assisted with monthly grants to the 

organisation, offering furniture to our head 

office. These unions have assisted towards 

ensuring our rallies and campaigns are a 

success, and SADTU has in the past year 

donated a car to us. 

 

MEDIA AND PUBLICATIONS 

Social networks 

The  media work has also 

improved on social network platforms such as 

Facebook and Twitter. These we use as media 

platforms for alerts for both members and 

the general public.  

 

Community radio stations and demarcation 

between organisational spheres 

The media department is working on 

improving relations with community radio 

stations. Some of our provinces (e.g. Free 

State, Northern Cape and Gauteng) are 

indeed doing very well in this regard and 

there is room for improvement.  

Linked with the above, the lines of 

demarcation in organisational work between 

different spheres were made clear and 

emphasised in the Seventh Plenary Session of 

the Third Congress National Committee. 

Accordingly, provincial statements must be 

about developments within the respective 

provinces, district statements must be about 

developments within the respective districts 

while statements on national developments 

are the competency of the national sphere 

unless provinces are mobilised for strategic 

and tactical reasons to issue statements on 

such issues at a given point in time.   

YCLSA discussion forum 

The YCLSA Discussion Forum remains a 

vibrant platform to engage on current 

political discourse and serves as an 

alternative media platform on issues and 

statements that are suppressed in the 

mainstream media.  

Bua Thursday 

The launch of Bua Thursday was aimed at 

encouraging debates among participants by 

bringing forth a variety of topical issues that 

fit in the unfolding discourse. The Talk Series 

has in the past year gained momentum and 

been held in most provinces. Provinces have 

since held similar series of Bua Thursday.  

The Bottomline 

The Bottomline continues to be published 

though at times not consistently.  
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General Secretary  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comrade`s ,your National Council takes place at 

a very critical phase of our revolution. It is 

exactly a year since the 13th National Congress 

that adopted a thorough going updated political 

programme (SARS) with an overarching strategic 

theme for the period to 2017 being "Advance 

and Deepen Working Class Power and 

Hegemony in All Key Sites of Power and 

Influence". This theme indeed is a dialectical 

progression of the first theme advanced in the 

MTV of "Building Working Class Power and 

Hegemony in Society". It is not just enough to 

build but we must use the period leading up to 

2017 and beyond to start making qualitative 

advances. 

Your National Council will have to respond to this 

clarion call made by our 13th National Congress 

by articulating clearly what are the 

organisational and ideological tasks for the youth 

in respect of advancing and deepening working 

class power and hegemony in the State, in the 

Economy, in the workplace, in our communities, 

on the international front, on the ideological 

sphere and on the battle of ideas and on the 

environment. 

Secondly your National Council takes places six 

months after the conclusion of the watershed 

53rd National Conference of the 

ANC in Mangaung. The conference adopted a 

political programme of the ANC underpinned by a 

call for advancing a radical 2nd phase of our 

transition.  

The theme of your national council speaks to the 

challenges facing our youth today. The challenge 

of unemployment, access to education and better 

healthcare. 

The global capitalist crisis is now in its second 

post-2012 phase characterized mainly by 

stagnation in the EU and a beginning of a faltering 

US recovery partly based on re-industrialisation, 

and exploitation of shale gas. Portfolio investors 

are starting to move back away from the so-called 

safe havens back to the United States. China`s 

growth has declined from double digits and China 

itself has started to undertake structural changes 

in its economy moving up value chains, lower end 

manufacturing going to "flying geese", domestic 

market driven growth - all of this less mineral 

product intensive. 

All of this resulted in mineral resources price 

boom passing its peak in 2012 and prices of many 

products start falling. This has had disastrous 

impact on our mining sector as growth declines 

and this impacts on GDP growth (SA not unique 

Brazil, Chile, Colombia among others similarly 

affected). As a result of these mining tax revenue 

have declined resulting in squeezing budgets and 

having a negative impact on profits. 

Consequently, mining companies have responded 

by cutting production (to raise prices) and 

downsizing. This is the context within which the 

on-going labour unrests in mining sector need to 

be seen.  

The one social category that has been the single 

biggest casualty of neo-liberal capitalism has been 

the youth. Youth has been 
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General Secretary  

casualties, retrenched, labour brokered and 

thrown into the highest levels of youth 

unemployment since the Great Depression 

of the early 1930s.  

According to the Labour Force Survey for the 

first quarter of 2013, here at home, the 

following is worth singling out: 

The highest unemployment rate 

(32,1%) is observed among those who 

did not complete secondary education, 

while those with tertiary education has 

the lowest unemployment rate (9,8%) 

Approximately 3,5 million (33,5%) of the 

10,4 million of the youth aged 15-24 

years were not in employment, 

education or training in Q1: 2013, which 

indicates the vulnerability of this group. 

Job losses were concentrated in Trade 

(66 000), Construction (41 000), 

Finance and other business services 

(23 000), and Transport (3 000) 

industries. The largest increase in 

employment for Q1: 2013 was 

observed in Agriculture (54 000), 

followed by Community and social 

services (44 000), and Private 

households (29 000). 

Employment increased in seven of the 

nine provinces, with Limpopo (57 000), 

Mpumalanga (57 000) and Gauteng (44 

000) being the biggest contributors. 

The only decline in employment was in 

the Western Cape (37 000). 

 

Firstly, the generations of youth of Nelson 

Mandela and subsequent generations did 

not fight for this. Their dream has been badly 

betrayed by the barbaric system of 

capitalism. 

 

Secondly, without playing into the neo-liberal 

paradigm of human capital theory, but to draw 

from our Marxist teachings on the issue of 

development of productive forces, to draw a 

link between the issue of access to education 

and the issue of work. If we allow ourselves to 

be dictated to by the human capital theory we 

will continue on a paradigm that spends 

billions of rands on short courses and call 

centre agents courses training people who will 

never be able to add value to society. Ours is a 

radical education programme that first and 

foremost must liberate the human being but 

also build our productive capacity to meet the 

ever changing and growing needs of humanity. 

In line with SARS, that education must teach 

our people to produce taking into consideration 

the environmental conditions. 

Similarly the crisis of youth unemployment is 

not a simple crisis of "Youth Wage Subsidy" or 

not as the DA and the analysts would want us 

to believe. The genesis of the crisis is in the 

system of capitalism itself and would require 

us to undertake systemic overhaul of the 

system. 

Thirdly, we lifted up the figures from the QLFS 

to drive the point home about the significance 

of the infrastructure programme of our 

government. Clearly where we have witnessed 

growth in employment figures, Limpopo in 

particular, is attributable to the on-going 

construction work at Medupi. It is therefore 

sacrosanct and we must act with outmost 

strategic finesse, that we drive the 18 Strategic 

Integrated Projects led by government to 

alleviate the question of youth unemployment 

and work exposure for youth. 

Comrade delegates, people have established 

pseudo political parties with just one intention, 

this political parties have no any other 

objective to serve our people, but just one  
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General Secretary  

intention - to overthrow the ANC. Comrades 

we must not give space to counter-revolution 

to thrive in the name of democracy, this is 

not democracy but this is handing over our 

country to the highest bidder. 

In 2009 President Zuma decided to separate 

the then department of education and 

establish two departments, the department 

of Basic Education and the Department of 

Higher Education and Training. Much 

investment has been made so far but we 

have seen a situation where we have not 

reaped the maximum benefits with our 

outcomes in so far as our schooling system 

is concerned. We have to mobilise our 

structures and communities to be a leading 

agent in this front as opposed to the current 

mentality of court challenges. 

We are working hard to reverse the neo-

liberal project that undermined the provision 

of post schooling education anywhere else 

but in Universities. Government managed to 

reverse the decision to do away with the 

NATED courses offered at our FET Colleges. 

This year work will begin on the two 

universities in Mpumalanga and here in the 

Northern Cape. 

The NSFAS funding for FET Colleges has 

increased from R318 million in 2010 to R2 

billion for students` bursaries in 2013. 

NSFAS bursaries for university education 

have increased from R2.2 billion in 2012 to 

R3.693 billion in 2013. 

The Battle of Ideas! 

We had commentators speak much about 

the forthcoming general elections and refer 

to the question of the so called born free. We 

are made to believe that there is a 

generation of our society that will vote not on 

the basis of owing allegiance to the heroic 

and revolutionary role played by the ANC to 

secure their voting rights. 

There is an idea planted in society to distance 

those born at a particular point in time from 

their history. 

We have also witnessed an erosion of our 

revolutionary ethics and morality brought upon 

by new challenges of access to power. This 

erosion has potential to draw a wedge 

between our movement and its people. The 

ideas of selfless and sacrifice have been 

replaced by crass materialism. 

Build a strong PYA! 

Youth activism and youth leadership has taken 

a new meaning in the recent past, a meaning 

that is foreign to the traditions of our 

movement. Leadership of youth was 

synonymous with tender chasing and insulting 

our leaders. The ANC NEC has assisted us 

and we now have a breadth of fresh air in the 

movement. In relation to the disbandment of 

the ANC YL the challenge now rests with 

young communists to be in the forefront to 

build a strong campaigning ANC YL that is true 

to the congress traditions and takes up the 

issues of young people, majority of whom are 

from a working class background and poor. 

Comrades we need to dedicated much work 

toward building a strong SASCO and a strong 

COSAS.  

With these few words, I wish you a successful 

National Council. 

AMANDLA! 
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Sanibonani comrades, This National 

Council and the YCLSA as a whole must 

derive inspiration from the July 26 movement 

that with mass power, resilience and 

patience revolutionary possibilities can be 

translated into revolutionary reality. 

As we mark 40 years since the arrest of the 

leadership core of our movement at the Lillie 

leaf Farm in 1963, we should also remember 

that they were inspired by a similar value 

system which was driving the revolutionaries 

under the leadership of the young Fidel 

Castro. Similarly for us the Lillie leaf arrest 

marked a great set back in the history of our 

revolution and yet like the July 26 Movement 

which rose at the back of the set back of the 

1952 and 1953 experiences, the arrests in 

Lilies leaf remains a reminder that our 

movement has the capacity to learn from its 

setbacks, use the very set backs to rise and 

seize the strategic initiative to the advantage 

of the revolutionary forces.  

We are however gathered here today, as 

offspring of Mandela, Sisulu , Govan Mbeki, 

Kathrada who taught us that a revolution 

does not take a day and have its action. 

results announced on television or discussed 

So common in the experiences of the July 26 

movement and the comrades arrested in Lilies 

leaf is an understanding that war is not fought 

by big words but by consistent planning and 

through patience. 

It is this understanding which caused 

comrades Mandela to write in May 1963 which 

when he was dealing with the mistakes of 

recklessness and adventurism in the liberation 

struggle.  

Among other important and striking things said 

in that leaflet is that "the struggle that will free 

us is a long, hard job." He continued and said 

"do not be deceived by men who talk big with 

no thought for tomorrow. Freedom is not just a 

matter of strong words. Neither is it simply 

brave men and heroic deeds. Impatience, 

which makes men lose their heads, will not 

bring freedom. We are all impatient, thirsty for 

freedom. But impatience alone leads to 

recklessness, and recklessness can lose us 

the battle."  

Because this year marks 44 years since the 

ANC adopted its strategy and tactics in 1969 

at the Morogoro consultative conference, an 

approach to our struggle which has always 

kept our movement on a superior combat 

position and a step ahead of the enemy. 

Among the things said by the 1969 strategy 

and tactics in line with the principles articulated 

by comrade Mandela in the 1963 leaflet was 

that "The art of revolutionary leadership 

consists in providing leadership to the masses 

and not just to its most advanced elements; it 

consists of setting a pace which accords with 

objective conditions and the real possibilities at 

hand. The revolutionary-sounding phrase does 

not always reflect revolutionary policy, and 

revolutionary-sounding policy is not always the 

spring-board for revolutionary advance.  
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Indeed what appears to be "militant" and 

"revolutionary" can often be counter-

revolutionary. 

Comrades, I thought it was going to be 

important to reflect on these because of the 

period we are currently going through where 

the easiest thing to do and the most heroic 

thing to do is to be reckless and to be 

impatient to a point of thinking that a new 

organisation other than the ANC or the 

SACP or the Alliance as a whole can 

produce qualitative advances simply 

because it is new.  

We know that due to their inexperience and 

illusions bred of their psychological make-up, 

young people can easily become prey to 

demagogic tendencies and can easily be 

swayed into positions that are counter to 

their interests. Thus a young worker could 

seek false comfort by abstaining from class 

battles or even by joining the exploiter's state 

machinery. Seldom, young people are 

enticed en masse to adopt social and 

cultural value systems alien to their interests. 

History has taught us that all societies in 

general and classes in particular, pay special 

attention to the youth. For any people or 

class to shirk this responsibility is to do great 

harm to itself. This applies particularly to 

peoples struggling to break the shackles of 

oppression and exploitation. No revolution 

can be victorious without the effective 

education, organisation and mobilisation of 

the youth into political action. It is none other 

than the youth (especially the working youth) 

who form the core of the 'political' and 

'military' armies of the revolution.  

You must remain guided by what Morogoro 

said that "The art of revolutionary leadership 

consists in providing leadership to 

the masses and not just to its most advanced 

elements; it consists of setting a pace which 

accords with objective conditions and the real 

possibilities at hand. The revolutionary-

sounding phrase does not always reflect 

revolutionary policy, and revolutionary-

sounding policy is not always the spring-board 

for revolutionary advance. Indeed what 

appears to be "militant" and "revolutionary" 

can often be counter-revolutionary. 

Your task comrades is to occupy the front 

ranks , firstly to expose the ideological 

hollowness of these newly formed political 

formations with the same vigour you did when 

you dealt with COPE. Never take your 

opponent for granted instead learn from his 

ways and shape your strategy based both on 

his weaknesses and strength.  

You must come out and say it loudly that it is 

wrong to adopt policies which limit the role of 

the state from productive activity in critical 

areas which results to the country giving. You 

must say it loudly that the Private Sector can 

never correct historical injustice, no matter 

how much how much the Free Market 

Foundation is given airtime by the media to 

bash labour. 

We expect you the YCLSA to challenge 

economic policies which are based on tight 

monetary policies which elevates inflation 

targeting above the development objectives 

such as job creation and heavily relies on 

financial market forces, which are dominated 

by a few large banks, to transmit monetary 

policy actions to the real sector.  

We want the YCLSA to come and say it loudly 

that at the centre of problems in our economic 

policies is the fact that we are hesitant to use 

our political power to qualitatively address 

ownership as a central feature of Apartheid 
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and Colonialism of a Special type. For as 

long as ownership is not addressed our 

government cannot be decisive in 

implementing policies of redistribution 

because every time government has to act, 

the real owners of the economy raise their 

heads and points a shivering finger through 

something called "disinvestment". 

You must come up and say our ANC 

government must stop only addressing the 

fears and concerns of investors, what about 

the fears and concerns of the working class. 

The ANC is a national liberation movement 

because it seeks to destroy colonialism and 

white minority domination in all sectors of our 

society", but also because it seeks to destroy 

imperialist domination of our country and 

contribute to the anti-imperialist struggles 

around the world. 

You must repeat it until we hear you that in 

terms of the line up of social forces that is 

required to ensure an uninterrupted advance 

towards a revolutionary-democratic social 

order, the ANC has always maintained the 

importance of "an understanding that the 

aims of our national-democratic revolution 

will only be fully realized with the 

construction of a social order in which all the 

historic consequences of national oppression 

and its foundation, economic exploitation, 

will be liquidated, ensuring the achievement 

of real national liberation and social 

emancipation. An uninterrupted advance 

towards this ultimate goal will only be 

assured if within the alignment of 

revolutionary forces struggling to win the 

aims of our national-democratic revolution, 

the dominant role is played by the oppressed 

working people". 

You must inspire confidence even to those  

 

who are beginning to doubt that the centrality 

and the leading role of the working class 

remains at the heart of our revolutionary 

perspective because the working class has the 

enduring organisational power, occupies a 

strategic location within the productive force, 

suffers the most from both exploitation and 

domination, and has made the most sacrifices 

to advance the revolution. 

I want to re-emphasise that there is nothing 

heroic about criticising the organisation you 

serve in public as if you have made it your 

responsibility to appease the enemy camp. If 

raising issues is about getting results why are 

comrades not raising issues as critical as they 

can inside the organisation rather than going 

public to continue with a practice which we all 

have learnt over time that instead of producing 

the results it simply makes comrades to close 

ranks? So why should we continue with an 

activity which does not produce the results we 

expect.  

Our movement today needs creative people, 

leaders of high standing, a technician with a 

good political level, who by reasoning 

dialectically can advance his sector of 

production, or develop the masses from his 

position of political leadership. 

This movement requires cadres with political 

clarity, not unthinking support to the postulates 

of the revolution, but a reasoned support; with 

a great capacity for sacrifice and a capacity for 

dialectical analysis which will enhance the 

making of continuous contributions on all 

levels to the rich theory and practice of the 

revolution.  

 

Thank you and I wish you well. 
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Young Communist League of South 

Africa, 25 28 July 2013 

2nd YCLSA National Council 

We, delegates from branches, districts, 

provinces and the National Committee of the 

Young Communist League of South Africa 

(YCLSA), representing 53 017 members 

from across country, convened in our 

National Council from 25 to 28 July 2013 in 

Kimberly. 

We convened under the theme  for 

Socialism  Work, Health and  

capturing our strategic goal for the universal 

emancipation of both human society and 

nature from capitalist exploitation, and three 

of the five key priorities facing our 

democratic revolution in the unfolding 

historical period. Progress in these priorities 

is crucial, in particular to young people as 

they make up the majority of the unemployed 

and need quality health care and education.  

Our National Council was graced by the 

presence of Central Committee members of 

the South African Communist Party (SACP), 

including the 2nd Deputy General Secretary 

and the General Secretary who addressed 

us, Congress of South African Trade Unions 

(COSATU) President who addressed, and 

representatives from Progressive Youth 

Alliance (PYA) formations,  

Congress of South Students, South African 

Student Congress and the African National 

Congress Youth League (ANCYL), who 

presented messages of support and 

participated in our deliberations. 

We received messages of support from a 

number of local and international solidarity 

organisations, among others the Boycott, 

Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) against 

apartheid Israel, and we were also addressed 

by the Minister of Health. 

Our major task was to reflect on the conditions 

facing young people in our country and 

develop policy responses to the challenges 

and opportunities that they face. Being the 2nd 

National Council since the reestablishment of 

the YCLSA in 2003, and the highest decision 

making body in between national congresses, 

we concluded all matters referred to us by our 

last, 3rd National Congress held in December 

2010. We assessed the state of progress in 

building the YCLSA and in advancing its aims 

and objectives since reestablishment. 

We convened at the time when, in our country 

and abroad, the multiple crises of capitalism 

are deepening and the impact is reaching its 

zenith, severely affecting young people. 

Problems such as the crises of the balance of 

payments which hit many countries in the 

global South in the 1980s have resurfaced, 

posing serious challenges and driving the 

affected economies in the yoke of global loan 

sharks such as the International Monetary 

Fund which do no good than harm through 

conditionalities they attach to borrowings. 

Negative consequences to democracy have 

partly as thus arisen, as the anti-democratic 

nature of conditionalities from global loan 

sharks lead to people losing sovereignty over 

economic policy making and directions in their 

own countries. Coupled with imperialist 
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sponsored conflicts and wars, this is one of 

the sources for undemocratic changes of 

governments, as they are driven to act 

against, if not to disregard, the will and plight 

of the people through austerity measures.  

In our country, millions of young people are 

unemployed, and suffer from class 

inequalities, exploitation and poverty. This 

reflects a toxic interaction between the 

endemic crises of imperialism as the highest 

stage of capitalism and the persistence of 

the legacy of colonial and apartheid 

capitalism.  

Many young people have no access to skills 

development opportunities, such as 

apprenticeships, leanerships, internships 

and experiential training, because our 

economy is dominated by private enterprises 

which have a single motive, profit making. 

Accordingly, opening the workplace as a 

training space is considered a cost in 

aggressive management strategies that 

continuously seek to   as one of the 

measures pursue profitability. 

Private enterprises, including the 

unscrupulous training providers, have been 

involved in exploiting the grants available 

from Sector Education and Training 

Authorities (SETAs). The looming legal 

challenge by Business Unity South Africa on 

the new grant regulations is therefore 

nothing, but a ploy to defend the exploitation 

of SETA grants in which multi-millions in 

Rand value terms went down the drain since 

the late 1990s without a dent on the 

persisting challenge scarce and critical skills 

and the so-called skills mismatch. 

Meanwhile, since the 1994 breakthrough our 

democratically elected government has 

made tremendous progress in expanding 

access to education through schools, 

colleges and universities, and policies such as 

the policy of no fee paying schools, schools 

nutrition programme and the reform of the 

National Student Financial Aid Scheme 

(NSFAS). 

We convened at the time when, there are 

mushrooming political parties on the door 

steps of the forthcoming elections in 2014, 

reflecting a trend of growing political 

opportunism. Among the founders of some of 

these parties, are corrupt and consumerist 

elements who, seek to achieve nothing other 

than personal aggrandisement and recovery 

from a variety of crimes including tax evasion 

and unexplained wealth accumulation. These, 

and other existing opposition parties, coalesce 

around attacks over the African National 

Congress (ANC), the SACP and the alliance 

these primary political formations of our 

liberation movement have with COSATU. 

Internationally, there are a number of 

significant and interesting developments, 

among others the forthcoming elections in 

Zimbabwe, to be held in a few  time, and 

Swaziland, next month. Growth in China has 

slowed down to successive single digits, 

among others affecting economies such as 

ours which are still largely reliant on export of 

raw materials that are processed in other 

countries into finished, high value added 

manufactures. Reaffirming our dedication 

towards the national democratic revolution in 

its historical connection with socialism, we 

therefore declare our fifteen-point minimum 

programme arising out of our deliberations, as 

thus. 

1. As part of the measures to confront youth 

unemployment and skills deficit, we shall 

engage with the government to adopt 

compulsory skills development targets for 

apprenticeships, leanerships, internships and 
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experiential training for the youth, binding on 

both the public and private sectors. 

2. The private sector has evaded 

responsibility in both the National Skills 

Accord and the Youth Employment Accord. 

This must come to an end as a matter of 

urgency. We shall embark on mass 

mobilisation to confront the private sector to 

exert pressure for skills development targets, 

of at least three apprenticeships for every 

artisan, three internships and experiential 

trainees for every technician and engineer 

and all other professions; if need be we shall 

take radical measures that affect production. 

3. There is a looming legal challenge by 

BUSA against new skills development grant 

regulations. We call on all SETAs to join and 

support government in legally opposing 

 intentions, coupled with mass 

mobilisation which we shall lead to expose 

BUSA for what it is, an association of the 

greedy and exploiters.  

4. We shall mobilise for the implementation 

of the youth employment targets as 

enshrined in the Youth Employment Accord, 

and the expansion of these targets with 

special focus on the private sector which, 

again, has by and large averted 

responsibility on youth employment targets 

in the accord 

5. We will engage with the government and 

progressive social forces for the 

centralisation of the NSFAS and for the fat 

tracking of the establishment of the Central 

Applications System for universities. We will 

defend this noble objectives from negative 

forces whose ideology and vested interests 

in the higher education sector serve to retard 

and derail transformation. 

6. We will engage with the government to 

establish provincial offices of the Higher 

Education and Training Department in order to 

improve effective interaction with stakeholders 

and in particular students and communities. 

7. We will engage with the government about 

the challenges in the basic education sector 

and on matters relating to the finalisation and 

public release of the norms and standards for 

schools which we believe must reflect the best 

model that the national democratic revolution 

seeks to achieve.  

8. We shall intensify our Joe Slovo Right to 

Learn Campaign which has become a 

standing campaign to expand access to 

education, transform curriculum and improve 

the quality and outcomes of learning and 

teaching. 

9. We shall continue to engage in the 

discourse of policy development, among 

others on policies such as the National 

Development Plan (NDP), New Growth Path, 

Industrial Policy Action Plan and the 

Infrastructure Development Programme. We 

shall advance the last SACP Central 

Committee resolutions which we endorsed in 

relation to the NDP. Similarly, we shall 

advance and enhance the recommendations in 

our discussion document in relation to NDP, 

including the need to industrialise our 

economy, to detenderise the state and the 

provision of social services among others such 

as scholar transport. 

10. We shall campaign for an overarching 

strategy and long term vision on youth 

development, as we believe this is one of the 

areas where the NDP lacking. The National 

Youth Development Agency must engage in 

fresh, and this time meaningful, consultation 

with young people aimed at developing an 

Integrated Youth Development Strategy and 

reviewing the National Youth Policy which term 

of office is coming to an end. 
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11. We amended our constitution to increase 

the minimum quota for females from 30% to 

40% in all our structures and decision 

making bodies, coupled with a league 

building resolution to embark on a qualitative 

programme of change towards achieving a 

quantitative target of gender balance. 

12. We shall intensify mass recruitment, 

organisational expansion through the 

launching of new branches coupled with a 

thoroughgoing political education and 

ideological training, paying a particular 

attention on colleges and universities which 

we regard as part of the key sites of struggle 

and the battle of ideas as it is with other 

centres of knowledge production. 

13. It is part and parcel of our duty to build 

the PYA strong, and as thus contribute 

meaningfully the rebuilding of the ANCYL. 

The best suited of all contributions requires 

all Young Communists to join the ANCYL, 

and in their own right as its members to take 

active involvement in defending the 

organisation and carrying forward its 

historical mission as entrusted by the ANC. 

Other contributions shall be left to bilateral 

relations to define as well as joint 

programmes. 

14. We shall in the forthcoming elections 

campaign for an overwhelming victory for the 

ANC as the leading formation of our 

liberation movement and alliance, and as our 

own organisation in our own right as its 

members. We will engage with our 

movement to ensure that the election 

campaign towards the youth is adequately 

resourced and that youth presence in public 

representatives is enhanced in recognition of 

the realignments that have occurred in the 

political landscape of youth politics. 

 

15. We shall encourage the working class of 

Zimbabwe and the youth in particular those 

who are in South Africa to participate in the 

forthcoming elections. We shall strengthen the 

Swaziland Solidarity Network, intensify the 

campaign for the release of Amos Mbezi, 

unbanning of political parties in Swaziland and 

democratisation in that country. We shall adopt 

Israel apartheid week and use this as a 

platform to intensify international solidarity for 

the freedom of Palestinians. We will build a left 

youth movement in the continent, aimed at 

achieving complete decolonisation, and the 

mainstreaming of youth development in the 

African democratic revolution as a basis of an 

advance towards socialism. We will intensify 

our work in the world youth anti-imperialist 

movement.  

These measures are about deepening, 

advancing and taking responsibility for the 

national democratic revolution in line with one 

of the principal tasks of the Communists, 

which to press for the achievement of the 

immediate aims and the enforcement of the 

momentary interests of the working class. 

Aware that until capitalism is defeated there 

can be no sustainable solution, and 

recognising the national democratic revolution 

as the shortest route to socialism in our 

specific conditions, the measures in our 

minimum programme shall be coupled with 

another principal task of the Communists, 

which is to take care for the future of the 

working class, i.e. communism to which 

socialism is a transitional path. 

 

We would like to experience and live in this 

future, which is why we say:  in our 

life  
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Address by ANC President Jacob Zuma 

National Chairperson of the SACP, Cde 

Senzeni Zokwana, 

National Chairperson of the YCL SA, Cde 

Yershen Pillay, 

National Secretary of the YCL, Cde Buti 

Manamela,  

Members of the YCL National Committee, 

Second Deputy President of COSATU, Cde 

Zingiswa Losi, 

Leadership of the Progressive Youth 

Alliance,  

Comrades Delegates to this National 

Council, 

I greet you all on behalf of the National 

Executive Committee of the African National 

Congress. 

It gives me great pleasure to address this 

meeting which sat, among other things, to 

assess the progress made over the past two 

and half years since your last national 

conference in 2010. 

You performed this task diligently over the 

past few days and determined what has to 

be done in order to make the YCL a stronger 

organisation. 

This council sat under the theme, "Youth for  

Socialism: Work, Health and Education". 

This is a profound theme because the Young 

Communist League is historically charged with 

the immense responsibility to conscientize the 

youth about the plight of the working class and 

therefore the struggle for socialism. 

This theme is also important because it 

speaks directly to some of the key priority 

areas for this term of office as set out by our 

movement in the 2009 manifesto. 

Let me hasten to report to this council that we 

are making progress in the priorities you have 

singled out. 

We have considerably increased access to 

public education and health services and are 

continuously working to improve the quality 

thereof. 

On the work front, although some progress 

has been made, our efforts continue to be 

militated against by the effects of the global 

capitalist system crisis. I will speak further on 

these points later on. 

Comrades, 

Marxist literature has long taught us that 

capitalism is by its nature a crisis ridden 

system. 

It is embedded with antagonistic contradictions 

primarily between the capitalists and the 

working class, and secondly between the 

productive forces and the mode of production. 

So states the Preamble to the Manifesto of the 

Communist Party; 

 history of all hitherto existing society is 

the history of class struggles. Freeman and 

slave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, 

guild-master and journeyman, in a word, 

oppressor and oppressed, stood in constant 

opposition to one another, carried on an 

uninterrupted, now hidden, now open fight, a 

fight that each time ended, either in a 
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revolutionary reconstitution of society at 

large, or in the common ruin of the 

contending classes. 

 the earlier epochs of history, we find 

almost everywhere a complicated 

arrangement of society into various orders, a 

manifold gradation of social rank. In ancient 

Rome we have patricians, knights, 

plebeians, slaves; in the Middle Ages, feudal 

lords, vassals, guild-masters, journeymen, 

apprentices, serfs; in almost all of these 

classes, again, subordinate gradations. 

 modern bourgeois society that has 

sprouted from the ruins of feudal society has 

not done away with class antagonisms. It 

has but established new classes, new 

conditions of oppression, new forms of 

struggle in place of the old ones. 

 epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, 

possesses, however, this distinct feature: it 

has simplified class antagonisms. 

 as a whole is more and more 

splitting up into two great hostile camps, into 

two great classes directly facing each other 

 Bourgeoisie and . 

Thus the theme "Youth for Socialism" 

charges you with the responsibility to 

become revolutionary young men and 

women who can bring about fundamental 

change in our country informed by this rich 

Marxist-Leninist theory. 

You should therefore emerge out of this 

council as healthy minds in healthy bodies, 

ready to take forward the fundamental 

transformation of society. 

Your task as young communists is to learn 

and understand the nature and character of 

the society in which we live. 

You have to know that not everything is as it 

seems.  

 

Young communists must always appreciate 

that appearance is not always consistent with 

reality. 

For example, singing revolutionary songs and 

shouting revolutionary slogans from roof tops 

does not necessarily mean that one is 

revolutionary. 

Beyond this, you must understand that nothing 

is static but everything is in a constant state of 

motion and change. 

Our movement as a whole is no exception to 

this rule. 

The material conditions under which we 

pursue the struggle for freedom, justice and 

equality always lead to both quantitative and 

qualitative changes in the character of our 

movement. 

It is therefore important to understand this in 

order to appreciate why the movement takes 

the direction it takes at any given time. 

This dialectical method of reasoning suggests 

that even in our social existence, 

contradictions are necessary for a movement 

forward. But, it is always important to 

understand the nature of contradictions 

because at times the contradictions are 

antagonistic, and at times they are 

constructive; at times the contradictions may 

be more complex than they appear to be. 

This means that to communists the unpacking 

or analyses of the contradictions may need 

deeper scientific politics for them to be clearly 

understood at any given time. 

This then leads me to the question I often ask 

all communists as to what is science. 

Whilst it is absolutely important to understand 

this theory of the revolution, young 

communists must guard against being deeply 

immersed in heavy theory and big concepts 

without linking these to any social context. 
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In other words, you must avoid becoming 

what Marx characterized as "armchair 

revolutionaries". 

You must strive to be in touch with the 

people at all material times. You must strive 

to become the Marxist revolutionary Lenin 

had in mind when he wrote in 1918 that: 

"a revolutionary Marxist is distinguished by 

his ability and willingness to preach to the 

still ignorant masses the necessity of the 

approaching revolution, to prove that it is 

inevitable, to explain its advantage to the 

people, and to prepare the proletariat and all 

the toiling and exploited masses for it". 

This represents the optimum mix of theory 

and practice which any communist must 

seek to achieve. 

If you successfully balance the two, you 

would have done justice to the cause for 

socialism. 

A true young communist must always be 

grounded in the daily struggles of the people 

and must be concerned with nothing else but 

the betterment of our people's lives. 

Comrades and friends, 

Our society is bedevilled by the triple 

challenges of unemployment, poverty and 

inequality. 

Our task as young communists is to see 

these challenges in their connection and not 

as separate from one another. 

As scholars of Marxism-Leninism and 

consistent with the theory of dialectical and 

historical materialism, you ought to be 

imbued with a materialistic conception of 

history in order to understand where these 

challenges come from. 

In the battlefield of ideas, you must ruthlessly 

contest any suggestion that these challenges 

are naturally ordained or that they are an 

expression of divine will. 

We can only succeed in resolving these 

challenges when all our people appreciate that 

they are the results of human action and must 

be resolved through conscious human action. 

Comrades, 

Two thirds of South Africans are under the age 

of 15. This has made it imperative for the ANC 

to put young people first in its execution of 

government programmes including education 

and health. 

Your choice of health is important as the ANC 

and the Alliance are determined to ensure a 

successful implementation of the National 

Health Insurance which will extend good 

quality health care to all our people and not 

just the rich and well off. 

We are happy that you chose health as a 

theme as well given the strides that this 

country has made in the fight against HIV and 

AIDS. 

The rate of new infections has decreased from 

1.4% to 0.8% in the 15-24 age group. We have 

about 3000 public health facilities offering 

antiretroviral treatment compared to 495 in 

January 2010. 

We have more than 1.7 million South Africans 

on antiretroviral treatment which has improved 

life expectancy dramatically. Our people are 

living longer and are living healthier lives with 

HIV. 

Some have even gone back to work due to the 

availability of treatment. 

One of our greatest success stories is the 

remarkable 50% reduction in mother-to-child 

transmission of HIV between 2008 and 2011. 

As a result of effective policies we have 

increased life expectancy of South Africans. In 

2011 life expectancy at birth was estimated at 

54,9 years from the 52,1 of 2001 for males,  
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and 59,1 years for females from the 57.8 of 

2001. This increase is expected to grow. 

Remarkably, more than 20 million people 

have to date been tested for HIV through the 

HIV Counselling and Testing Campaign, 

which was launched publicly by the 

President of the Republic in April 2010. 

The high number of people who are taking 

the HIV test indicates that the stigma around 

the disease is being eradicated which will 

assist prevention efforts. 

The rate of new HIV infections looks set to 

decline over the coming years. This success 

will be sustained and taken forward if you as 

young people assist us by taking the HIV 

prevention campaigns forward in your 

engagements with young people. We must 

not become complacent, this is an ongoing 

battle. 

With regards to education, the ANC 

continues to open the doors of culture and 

learning. 

We are most encouraged by the demand for 

education by our young people. Any nation 

with a young population that demands 

access to education such as ours has good 

reason to be optimistic about the future. 

You give us hope that South Africa will be a 

much better place than it is now, once all the 

investment in education by the ANC Alliance 

begins to bear fruit. 

In the last decade we have witnessed growth 

of over 50% in the number of enrolments in 

higher education institutions. 

Numbers moved from six hundred and three 

thousand (603 000) students enrolled in 

2001 to nine hundred and thirty five 

thousand (935 000) in 2012. 

The National Development Plan envisages 

an increase in higher education enrolments 

from 17.9 percent in 2012 to 25 percent by 

2030. 

In response to the hunger for education, we 

are establishing two brand new universities, 

Sol Plaatje University here in Kimberley and 

the University of Mpumalanga in Nelspruit. 

Our target is to grow each university over a 

10-year development period to accommodate 

fifteen thousand (15 000) full time equivalent 

students at the main campus in Nelspruit for 

the University of Mpumalanga and five 

thousand (5 000) students at the main campus 

in Kimberley for Sol Plaatje University. 

Sol Plaatje University will be established 

initially on the main campus, but it is 

envisaged that it may expand further, as a 

multi-campus university in the future. 

The University of Mpumalanga will start its life 

as a multi-campus institution with two 

campuses, one in Nelspruit and one in 

Siyabuswa. 

The planned start in 2014 will accommodate a 

modest initial intake of one hundred and fifty 

students at Sol Plaatje and one hundred and 

forty in Mpumalanga. 

Given the rich heritage of Kimberley and the 

Northern Cape in general, it is envisaged that 

Sol Plaatje will specialise in heritage studies, 

including interconnected academic fields such 

as museum management, archaeology, 

indigenous languages, and restoration 

architecture. 

Mpumalanga University will specialise in 

agriculture and biodiversity, linking into food 

security, natural resource management, nature 

conservation, plant and animal sciences, 

forestry and wood sciences, technology as 

well as wild life management. These represent 

only the initial ideas which will be enriched by 

the newly-appointed interim councils. 

We are also investing further in vocational 
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training through the establishment of 12 new 

Further Education and Training Colleges 

across the country in underserviced areas. 

Our campaign to promote FET colleges has 

borne fruit. Student enrolments at FET 

colleges have increased by 90 percent, from 

three hundred and forty five thousand five 

hundred and sixty six (345 566) in 2009 to 

six hundred and fifty seven thousand six 

hundred and ninety (657 690) in 2012. 

We are also pleased with progress made in 

expanding access to education for children 

of the poor and the working class. 

Investment in FET college bursaries has 

increased from 318 million rand in 2010, 

benefitting sixty one thousand seven 

hundred and three (61 703) students, to one 

point nine billion rand (R1.9 billion) in 2013, 

targeting two hundred and twenty two 

thousand, eight hundred and seventeen (222 

817) financially needy students. 

Funding for NSFAS student loans at 

Universities has increased from 2.2 billion 

rand (R2,2 billion) in 2010 benefitting one 

hundred and forty eight thousand three 

hundred and eighty seven (148 387) 

students to R3,6 billion rand in 2013, 

targeting two hundred and ten thousand (210 

000) students. 

We know that job creation and jobs for the 

youth is a very serious matter. 

We reiterate our call to the private sector to 

open up spaces for internships and 

learnerships for the youth from both 

universities and FET colleges. 

A landmark National Youth Accord was 

signed in April by government, business, 

labour and youth organisations, which brings 

us all together to respond to the crisis of 

youth unemployment. 

The implementation of this Accord by all of 

us will take the country far in offering 

meaningful economic participation 

opportunities for our youth. 

The National Youth Development Agency will 

assist in taking this important work forward. 

We are pleased that the NYDA is restructuring 

and refocusing itself on the education and 

empowerment of young people and we stand 

ready as the ANC to provide support. 

Comrades Young Communists, 

The success of the National Democratic 

Revolution depends on a conscious and active 

citizenry because the National Democratic 

Society is a conscious construct, dependent 

on conscious action by politically advanced 

sections of society. 

Young communists represent these politically 

advanced sections of society. You dare not fail 

on this mission. 

You must continue to play your role of 

conscientizing young people about the 

revolution and its objectives. 

However, you cannot do this alone. You need 

to be united with all other components of the 

Progressive Youth Alliance in this mission. 

The ANC Youth League, SASCO and COSAS 

are your allies by birth, with whom you are 

infinitely bound by your common belief in the 

Freedom Charter and your shared 

commitment to the National Democratic 

Revolution. 

You must continue to work for the maximum 

unity of the Progressive Youth Alliance. 

You must never allow yourselves to be caught 

up in territorial wars against any Progressive 

Youth Alliance structure particularly in 

institutions of higher learning as recent history 

has shown. 

You have a far greater responsibility to society 

than to engage in turf wars. 
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Comrades, 

Let me conclude by reminding this council 

that next year will mark the 20th anniversary 

of our democratic breakthrough. 

We will also be having the 5th democratic 

general elections. 

The ANC, the Alliance and the Mass 

Democratic Movement as a whole will once 

again have to mobilise the millions of our 

people to go and defend the gains of this 

hard won democracy at the polls. 

We must prove to our people in word and in 

action that the ANC remains the only 

organisation capable of mobilising the 

broadest strata of society for fundamental 

social transformation. 

Needless to say, in order to retain an 

overwhelming majority, we need maximum 

unity of purpose within the ANC and 

amongst Alliance partners demonstrated by 

many voices but one message. 

Twenty years of democracy have changed 

the face of our country, and the last five 

years have pushed that change forward. 

South Africa has done extremely well in a 

short space of time. Working together since 

the dawn of democracy we have made 

South Africa a better and fairer place. 

We have built more than two million homes. 

Water and electricity, quality education and 

better health care are reaching millions more 

people. 

We have created more jobs, provided social 

grants to the poor without discrimination, and 

created new opportunities. 

The South African economy has expanded 

by 83 per cent over the past 19 years. There 

is a lot more that we will be sharing with our 

people as we go around reporting back 

directly to communities. 

 

We know that our youth will be part of these 

report back sessions, in which we will also 

gain from the wisdom of our people regarding 

what we should do better going forward. 

Comrades, congratulations on a successful 

national council. There is a lot of work ahead 

of you. We wish the YCLSA continuing 

success in all your programmes. 

 

Thank you very much. 

 

Amandla! 

 

Matla! 

 

All power! 
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District Contact Details: 

 

Parks Leburu District 

District Secretary - Basil Sekoa - 072 705 4079 

 

Joe Slovo District 

District Secretary - Nokuthula Tyutyu - 073 575 5072 

  

Braam Fisher District

District Secretary - Tshepiso Boihang - 083 734 2597 

 

Dora Tamana District 

District Secretary - Trompie Reiner - 073 260 8024 

 

Basil February District 

District Secretary - Darren Engelbrecht - 082 560 8855 
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